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Items marked with an asterisk (∗) require you to submit a written explanation or solution.
Please form your explanations with complete sentences and in your own words (as though
you are explaining the concept to another student in the course). If the problem requires
computation, make sure that it is written neatly and arranged so that another person can
follow your work.

Before Class

1. Read the section titled “Using Base-Ten Blocks to Develop the Standard Division
Algorithm” (including the worked example) on page 167 in the text.

2. Read this sentence from the section aloud one hundred times: “Students need to see
why each move in an algorithm is appropriate rather than just what sequence of moves
to make.”

3. (∗) Draw a picture of how to evaluate 414ten ÷ 3ten using base ten blocks.

4. Read the section titled “Using Repeated Subtraction to Develop the Standard Division
Algorithm” (including the worked example) on page 166 in the text.

5. (∗) Evaluate 414ten÷3ten using repeated subtraction (like in figure 3-37(a) on page 166
in the text).

6. Watch this video about the standard long division algorithm:
http://www.khanacademy.org/video/dividing-whole-numbers-and-applications-3

7. (∗) Evaluate 414ten ÷ 3ten using standard long division.

http://www.khanacademy.org/video/dividing-whole-numbers-and-applications-3


During Class

1. Solve each of the following in three ways: once using base five

blocks, once using repeated subtraction, and once using the stan-

dard algorithm.

(a) 44five ÷ 3five (equals 13five)

(b) 121five ÷ 4five (equals 14five)

(c) 234five ÷ 11five (equals 21five R 3five)

(d) 421five ÷ 13five (equals 23five R 12five)

Extra Practice

1. Solve each of the following in three ways: once using base five

blocks, once using repeated subtraction, and once using the stan-

dard algorithm.

(a) 113five ÷ 3five (equals 21five)

(b) 233five ÷ 4five (equals 32five)

(c) 244five ÷ 11five (equals 22five R 2five)

(d) 342five ÷ 21five (equals 13five R 14five)


